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Notes on Integration 4 

The Meaning of Possibility 

The determination of the meaning of possibility 
begins from the casual ex conjunction of concepts. 
Hens cluck and frogs croak. But could hens croak and 
could frogs cluck? It is not the answers to these 
questions but their classification that concerns us. 
Croaking hens are negatively possibl& if there is no 
internal contradiction in the two concepts. Clucking 
frogs are positively possible if not merely contraidction 
is absent but positive coh rence is present. 

Still, the relevant positive coherence must be 
from an absolute viewpoint. The series of scientific 
hypotheses, each antiquated by its immediarte successor, 
is a series of positive possibilities. For a hypohtesis 
presents not merely an absence of contradiction but also 
an internal coherence. It is one thing to understand; 
it is another to understand rightly. Again, there is 
an internal coherence to the personal God of Jewish 
and Mohammedan belief; /but in fact there are three 
persons in God, and there could not be fewer, for God 
is immutable. Hence one must sub -divide positive possibility 
sehe epee into abstract and concrete. Abstract possibility 
offers internal coherence from some finite viewpoint 
but not from an absolute viewpoint. Concrete possibility 
offers internal coh -rence from an absolute viewpoint. 

A further distinction must be drawn. Iething 
Everything possible must be compatible with divine 
wisdom and goodness [I 25 5 lm]. But wisdom is the 
principle of order and integration; sapientis est 
ordinare; hence everything possible must also be ordered. 
Besides internal coherence; then, there is also the 
requirement of external coherence, that relates beings 
to a world order and world orders to their first cause 
and last end. Accordingly, concrete possibility must 
be sub -divided into partial and complete. Partial 
possibility exhibits interhal coherence from an absolute 
view point but it does not include external coherence. 
Complete possibility exhibits both internal and external 
coherence, and it exhibits both from an absolute view - 
point. 

There is a final distinction. A posse ad esse non 
valet illatio. But it is also true that there is no 
necessary inference from posse to futurum fuisse. The 
possibility of cooperation under m rely sufficient grace 
is positive, concrete, and complete; but in no world order 
is there the conjunction of merely sufficient grace and 
actual cooperation. The possibility of non- cooperation 
under efficacious grace is again positive, concrete, and 
complete; but in no world order is th- re the conjunction 
of efficacious grace with actual non -cooperation. The 
posse exists for man remains free; but under the given 
conditions the actual cooperation or actual non -cooperation 
pever occur. Hence complete possibility must be sub- 
divided into fruitful and unfruitful. Unfruitful possibility 
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admits the transition from objective to subjective potency; 
but in no world order does the further transition from 
subjective potency to act occur. On the other hand, 

that at least in fruitful possibility is the complete possibility /would 
some world order/ be realized not merely as potency to act but as act. 

Certain observations are in order, and the first 
is that the divisions are cumulative. Positive possibility 
adds to negative; concrete adds to positive; complete 
adds to concrete; and fruitful adds to complete. 

A second observation is logical. One can argue 
from the more inclusive to the less, but not from the 
less ,to the more. To prove fruitful possibility is 
to prove complete, concrete, and positive possibility. 
Inversely, to prove positive possibility is not to prove 
concrete possibility, and so forth. 

A third observation introduces the distinction 
between notional and real possibility. The dividing 
line is the presence or absence of compatibility with 
divine wisdom. What is compatible with divine wisdom 
is really possib3 . What satisfies one of the defined 
meanings of possibility yet is incompatible with divine 
wisdom is a merely notional possibility. Hence, 
complete possibility, whethor fruitful or unfruitful, 

_ is real possibility. On the other hand, VtePt 3 

negative, merely positive, abstract, merely concrete, 
and partial possibilities are notional. 

In the fourth place it is to be noted that in 
discussions of possibility the principle of non-contra- 

:I diction fulfils two distinct functions. The absence 
.,.m` of contradiction between concepts gives only a notional 

possibility. On the other hand, there is to be established 

tt general theorem that makes non-contradiction in an b ontological context not merely a necessary but also 
;t a sufficient criterion of real and fruitful possibility. 

4411.1 Q4*,,; This twofold use of non -contradiction is one of the 
fundamental ambiguities in the general issue. 

Finally, this account of the meaning of possibility 
is applied to the statement, "God could create intellectual 
beings without equipping them for the beatific vision or 
destining them to it." Clearly4* affirms a possibility. 
Abstractly it might be taken to mean a merely notional 
possibility, a real but unfruitful possibility, or a 
fruitful possibility. On the first meaning, grace would 
not be gratuitous. On the second meaning, grace would 
be gratuitous but there would be no implication of the 
possibility of some order containing intellectual beings 
and not containing grace. On the third meaning, grace 
would again be gratuitous and there would be affirmed' 
the realï possibility of a world order quite distinct 
from the present in which there were intellectual beings 

none/ ,t. » goti /of which received grace or was destined to glory. 
It seems plain that theAme«mIng of the relevant passage 

fruitful possibilit,in the encyclical, Humani generis, was to affirm a reels and/ 

that at least in 
some world order/ 
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Thoevemlkon Possibility 

The basic theorem on possibility is that anything 
is possible and nothing impossible. 

The theorem is self- evident in a metaphysics worked 
out in terms of an accurate notion of being. Generally, 
however, it is more convincing to argue from divine 
omnipotence and, among theologians, it is more compelling 
to take as one's premise the article of the creed: "Credo 
in Deum Patrem omnipotentem." - 

Because God is omnipotent, he can do anything; there- 
fore anything is possilbe and nothing impossible. As the 
ultimate premise admits neither qualification nor restriction, 
the conclusion must be unqualified and unrestricted. 
Unlimited power htts a necessary correlative of 
possibility, and unconditioned power has a necessary 
correlative AN of possibilit But God's 
power is unlimited and unconditioned; therefore, possibility 
is^ 
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Next, what is meant by denying limits as and conditions 
to possibility? Obviously, possibility is not unlimited 
and unconditioned in the same sense as omnipotence is, 
for it is grounded upon omnipotence and is derived from 
it. The absence of limits to possibility is simply the 
fact that the impossible is nothing. The absence of 
conditions to possibility is simply the fact that the - 

impossible supposes a condition, namely, self- aen.tpadietien7 
the contradiction of being, and that the absence of such 
contradiction sufficds for possibility. 

Hence, as St. Thomas wrote: "Quaecumque igitur 
contradictionem non implicant, sub illis possibilibus 
contingenter, respectu quorum Deus dicitur omnipotens. 
Ea vero quae contraidctionem implicant, sub divina omni- 
potentia non continentur, quia non possunt habère possi- 
bilium rationem." I 25 3. 

Comple tary to t e basic :theorem is applica on 
to the r::nings of p sibility. / 
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Oomplem.ntary to the basic theorem is its application 
to the meanings of possibility. 

Now, when one affirms divine omnipotence, one means 
that God can make anything not only real in posx8 potency 
but also real in act. Hence it is fruitful possibility 
that is without limits or conditions. .1.t follows that 
types of possibility that fall short of fruitful possibility 
and in that respect are impossible must involve some 
contradiction. It further follows that these types arise 
inasmuch as they involve contradiction in some respect 
while in other respects they do nut involve contradiction 
á11d so are named possible. 

Thus, unfruitful possibility is unfruitful because 
it involves a contradiction of actualityx though not 
of subjective potency. Thus It would be contradictory 
for grace to be merely sufficient yet cooperation to be 
actual, or for grace to be efficacious and nqn- 9ooperation 
actual. On the other hand, since grace does not destroy 
liberty, the possibility of both cooperation and non -cooperatior 
is real. 

Again, partial possibility.is a possibility inasmuch 
as internally it is in accord with divine wisdom, and it 
is an impossibility inasmuch as externally it is not in 
accord with divine wisdom. 

Finally, merely negative and merely abstract possibility 
of a finite mind;/ are possibilities in the notional order' but they are 

impossibilities in the real order because they are in 
conflict with the .absolute viewpoint of divine wisdom. 
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finite being/
none/

pow, let us beat in mind that the divine will is
Immutable and efficacious; what God chooses, he chooses
eternally; what he wills, cannot be..undone. Then, on
the supposition that God selects one world order and rejects
all others, it follows that the selected order is necessary
and that the rejected orders are impossible. Thus, from
the antecedent situation in which anyth4,ng is possible
and contingent, nothing is necessary, and nothing impossible,
one passes to the consequent situation in which nothing
is possible or contingent, one world order is necessary,
and all the others are impossible.

`11.1/

Such is the basic Thomist division, and i.tscharacteristic
is that it is thoroughly concrete. God is concrete. The
total range of world orders that are pm antecedently possible
are concrete. The empirical world order that is necessary
ex suprositione is concrete. The hypothetical world orders
that ex suppositio-e are impossible are concrete.

/put there is quiite anothe' and more feral-friar meaning
of /ne essi	 d pdn : in;;.nce. ' It isClbstrbe . It Is

Aar, lative o the,natures of finity ' being.s, arid, ne-€4n4te
tu s eye-2<y fi itenature/-s rtaaly distinct'_grom

its existence and it's oterat-i'cr.s

Bit there is quite another and more familiar meaning
of necessity and contingence. It is tkw not the necessity
by which God must be. It is not the necessity by which
everything God wills must be. It is an abstract necessity
with a corresponding abstract contingence. It is affirmed
absolutely but n t concretely, for it is relative to the
natures of things; and-nat aees-ape-net-the-whele.-e€-any
€.nSte-being and/finite thins are composite, for they
include not only nature but also existence and not only
potency but also operation (I 54 1-3). It is this
abstract order of necessity and contingence that divine
will transcends. For while it is true that any nature
must have its inseparable properties and the satisfaction

boht/ of its exigences, it is also true/that this re iiirement
can be met in a vast variety of manners,and/that-menely
mooting-thia-neeeirement-de es-wet-p=a-lt-In-a-eonepete--
epdep. and that any particular mane and concrete manner
is contingent.

To put the point more systematically, the first of
causesGZxt is the end which moves the agent to select a .
nature in suitable matter. But-the-en4-fl-ak
But the ultimate end, which is absolute goodness, is nut
something to be produced. It transcends finite being
utterly. It fixes no determinate order. Only finite
ends demand determinate means in a determinate agraggement.
But finite ends are an unrestricted "anything" for anything
is possible and God is free. It is only relative to
finite ends that nataLea-ane-eeleeted-in-a-the-divine
apsisan-selesta-natnnea-4n-wepl4-epdepa divine wisdom
orders natenea-and essences that could exist and operations
that could occur..-, 	 e s ruc	 -

..	 - " seam.
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The whole of the existing world order, then, is
antecedently cor.tingdnt and consequently necessary.
Obviously it is in quite a different sense of necessity
and contingence that one affirms some finite effects
to be necessary and others contingent. Nor is it difficult
to determine what that different sense is. For the
necessity and contingence within world orders is abstract;
it is relat e to the natures of things; and no finite
•-	 ' • _. st'	 •. •	 •	 -	 is	 _	 g

•• 	 - so e	 - a;	 ..•	 - -	 .

p
t r, o. ..e y • na • _ , -- te

- : , : -a - =J
b= = 1 _ _ - •is t ne i 

being consists solely of nature, for every finite
nature is distinct both from its existence and its
operations (I 54 1-3).	 It is this abstract necessity
and this abstract contingence that is transcended by
divine freedom
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This exquisitely balanced position is not without

its relevance to the problem of integration. Fes-Aealeas
the-an-ex3st4ag-a_niverse-was-a-mat4er-e€-fast---Te
To counter emanationism with divine freedom was to
insist that the existing universe is simply a matter of
fact. To counter voluntarism with divine wisdom was to
insist that everything in the existing universe has its
intelI454b e-gpeand explanation. The Thomist technique
of assigning reasons for everything by making the right
suppositions about the fact of divine free choice has its
exact parallel in the later scientific technique of
verifying hypotheses by ap ealing to matters of fact.
For Aquinas the primordial fact was divine free choice;
but i„ this life Aquinas did not inspect divine will;
he inspected the universe and found that there were
multiplicity and inequality, material and immaterial
creatures, necessary and contingent causes, and he made it
his aim to account for the order of the an:.vorse by
working out the correct explanation of the facts.
Finally, the correct explanation was-no-men-thax
made no pretence to absolute necessary. It could not,
for then one would be back with the emanationists who
did pretend to deduce the order of the universe from
an initial One or an intUaal Necessary Being. Clearly,
a correct explanation that makes no claim except conformity
with the facts is a-vesIfie ā-hypetheels. the type of
conclusion that later was named a verified hypothesis.
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